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Abstract
Gavril [F. Gavril, Algorithms for maximum weight induced paths, Information Processing Letters 81 (2002) 203–208] showed
that the length of a longest induced path for graphs having no induced cycles on more than k vertices can be computed in O(nkm)
time where n and m denote the number of vertices and edges, respectively. In this paper, we present an O(nk) time algorithm for
the same problem.
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1. Introduction
A graph G is k-chordal if G has no induced cycles of more than k vertices (Gavril [10] calls the k-chordal graphs
the k-bounded hole family.). The number of edges of a maximal induced cycle of G is called the chordality of G. The
k-chordal graphs have been studied in the literature [1,2,4,5,7,8,10,11,13]. For example, Bodlaender and Thilikos [1]
proved that a k-chordal graph with degeneracy d contains a separator of size O((dn)
k−3
k−2 ), computable in linear time.
Chandran and Ram [4] showed that the number of minimum cuts in a k-chordal graph is at most (k+1)n2 −k. Dragan [8]
demonstrated that all distances in k-chordal graphs with an additive one-sided error of at most k − 1 can be found in
O(n2) time. And there are many other results on k-chordal graphs (see, e.g., the Introduction in [5]). Several graph
classes are known to have bounded chordality: chordal graphs (and so interval graphs also) are 3-chordal, weakly
chordal graphs (and thus distance-hereditary graphs and tolerance graphs also) are 4-chordal, and AT-free graphs (and
hence co-comparability graphs also) are 5-chordal (see, e.g., [3] for the definitions of these graph classes). And there
are many other bounded chordality graphs (see [5]). Furthermore, Spinrad [13] showed that his algorithm recognizes
(k − 1)-chordal graphs in O(nk−3T ) time, and it can be modified to determine whether an unweighted graph has an
induced path of length at least ` in O(n`−3T ) time, where T is the time used to verify that a graph with O(n) vertices
is transitive. The (weighted) longest induced path problem (W)LIP is that of finding a longest induced path for a given
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(vertex weighted) graph. It is known that LIP is NP hard for the general graphs [9], and not approximable within
O(n1−ε) for any ε > 0 [12].
Gavril [10] demonstrated a polynomial time algorithm for WLIP on k-chordal graphs. The time complexity of
Gavril’s algorithm for vertex weighted graphs G = (V, E) in k-chordal graphs is O(|V |k |E |). Kratsch et al. [11]
gave an O(|V ||E |2) time algorithm for WLIP on vertex weighted AT-free graphs G = (V, E). It is known that an
AT-free graph is 5-chordal, so Gavril’s algorithm also works for WLIP on AT-free graphs, but its time complexity is
O(|V |5|E |).
In this paper, we propose an O(|V |k) time algorithm forWLIP on k-chordal graphs.
2. Definition
For a vertex weighted graph G, V (G) and E(G) denote the sets of vertices and edges of G, respectively. And wG
(or simply w if G is clear from the context) denotes the vertex weight function of G. For a subset S of V (G), NG(S)
(or simply N (S)) denotes the neighbors of S (i.e., N (S) = {v 6∈ S: v is a neighbor of u for some u ∈ S}). We write
N (v) instead of N ({v}) if S = {v}.
Let P = (v1, v2, . . . , vp) be an induced path in G. For a vertex v such that v ∈ N (v1) and v 6∈ N ({v2, . . . , vp}),
we denote the induced path (v, v1, v2, . . . , vp) by vP . Pu is denoted analogously. We denote the length of P by
len(P), that is, the total weight of vertices in V (P) (resp. edges in E(P)) if G is vertex (resp. edge) weighted,
max{len(Q) : Q = (u1, u2, . . . , uq) is an induced path such that vi = ui ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ p, p ≤ q} by lip(P), and the
length of a longest induced path by lip(G). We also denote the set {P = (v1, v2, . . . , v`) : P is an induced path in G}
by P`(G) (note that we distinguish between (v1, v2, . . . , v`) and (v`, v`−1, . . . , v1)).
3. New algorithm and its complexity
Gavril [10] showed the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be a k-chordal graph, P = (v1, v2, . . . , vp) be an induced path of G with at least k − 1
vertices. Then (v, v1, v2, . . . , vk−1) is an induced path in G iff vP is an induced path in G.
From the above lemma, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let vQ be an induced path in Pk−1(G), and let S(vQ) denote the set {u : vQu ∈ Pk(G)}. Then
lip(vQ) =
{
len(vQ) if S(vQ) = ∅
w(v)+ max
u∈S(vQ)
lip(Qu) otherwise.
In our algorithm, WLIP on k-chordal graphs is reduced to the longest (not necessarily induced) path problem on
edge weighted directed acyclic graphs.
Consider a directed graph D′G obtained from a k-chordal graph G such that V (D′G) = {P : P ∈ Pk−1(G)} and
E(D′G) = {(P1, P2) : ∃Q ∈ Pk−2(G) such that (P1 = vQ)∧ (P2 = Qu) for some v and u and vQu ∈ Pk(G)}. Then
consider an edge weighted directed graph DG obtained from D′G such that V (DG) = V (D′G)∪ {t} where t 6∈ V (D′G)
and E(DG) = E(D′G) ∪ {(P, t) : P ∈ T } where T = {P ∈ V (D′G) : the outdegree of P is 0 in D′G}. The edge
(P, t) ∈ E(DG) is weighted by len(P) and the edge (vQ, Qu) ∈ E(DG) by w(v). By the manner of construction of
DG and Corollary 2, we can see that lip(G) equals the length of a longest (not necessarily induced) path of DG .
Since DG can be obtained from D′G in O(E(D′G)) time, we will show that the adjacency list of D′G can be
constructed in O(|E(G)| k−12 |V (G)|) time if k is an odd number and O(|E(G)| k2 ) time if k is an even number. To
generate V (D′G), it is enough to enumerate all elements of Pk−1(G). For generating E(D′G), it is also sufficient to
enumerate all elements of Pk(G). This is because for each directed edge (vQ, Qu) ∈ E(D′G), there is an induced
path vQu ∈ Pk(G). Since each induced path of a length ` is identified by considering every second edge of the path,
all elements of P`(G) can be enumerated in O(|E(G)| `2 ) time for even `, and O(|E(G)| `−12 |V (G)|) time for odd `
(this has been pointed out for the even case by Kratsch et al. [11]). Hence we can construct the adjacency list of D′G
in the claimed time complexity.
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We can easily verify that DG has O(|Pk−1(G)|) vertices, O(|Pk(G)|) edges, and no directed cycles. It is known
that, for an edge weighted directed acyclic graph D, a longest (not necessarily induced) path in D can be obtained by
applying a topological sort in O(|V (D)|+ |E(D)|) time (see, e.g., Chapter 25, Section 4 in [6]). Thus, in our case, we
can compute the length of a longest path of DG , namely lip(G), in the claimed time complexity. Therefore we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 3. For any k-chordal graph G, lip(G) can be computed in O(|E(G)| k−12 |V (G)|) time if k is an odd number
and O(|E(G)| k2 ) time if k is an even number.
As a corollary of the above theorem, we have the following result.
Corollary 4. For any k-chordal graph G, lip(G) can be computed in O(|V (G)|k) time.
From Theorem 3, WLIP on 5-chordal graphs can be computed in O(|E(G)|2|V (G)|) time, which is the same as
the time complexity for AT-free graphs in [11]. Since 5-chordal graphs properly contain AT-free graphs, our result
extends the result of [11] to the wider class without increasing the time complexity.
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